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Abstract. With the continuous development of computer communication technology, people's

life, work and other aspects have undergone major changes, and have become more and more

dependent on the network information. At the same time as the network information continues to

increase, the increasing demand for its security has become the focus of its research. Therefore,

the research and implementation of hierarchical protection mechanism for network information

based on computer security model algorithm terminal was proposed. Through the construction

of the computer security model, the computer terminal network information was hierarchized and

protected. The experimental results show that the protection mechanism can e�ectively classify

the network information and e�ectively protect the network information.

Key words. Computer security model, algorithm terminal, network information level, pro-

tection mechanism.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development and popularization of computer communica-
tion technology, people's lives, work and other aspects have been inseparable from
the network, and the network has brought convenience to people's lives and work.
However, with the continuous increase of network information, its security problems
become increasingly prominent. In order to be able to provide users with better
security services, the concept of security platform has been widely extended and
widely used. The protection measures are mainly for the protection of the platform
outside, if the back of the platform is entered, there is no di�erence in its grade [1].
It is precisely because of this, that seemingly safe protection is actually very fragile,
once someone enters the security platform inside, its security does not make any
sense. Therefore, how to protect the network con�dence has become a hot topic in
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the �eld of computer and the community [2]. Our country has a large population,
although the level of computer development is still a certain distance from the inter-
national level, China's Internet users have reached 100 million, ranking �rst in the
world. This also means that people enjoy the convenience and favorable information
brought about by the network, at the same time, the demand for the protection of
network information is growing, so China needs to strengthen step in this respect.

2. State of the art

Since the advent of the information age, all countries in the world have strength-
ened their investment in network information security, and have continuously re-
searched and widely applied the technology of network information security pro-
tection, so that a series of security concept and corresponding protection methods
have been formed, and a number of network information security management and
protection systems have been established. For example, the United States has pro-
posed Protection of Critical Infrastructure in the United States, and has carried out
a number of organizations for the establishment of information security, including
the National Information Security Committee, the Chief Information O�cer Com-
mittee and the Federal Computer Event Response Action Group and other more
than 10 national institutions and organizations [3]. Subsequently, the US National
Security Agency developed the Information Security Technology Framework based
on the actual situation and future needs, and proposed the "deep defense strategy"
concept, determined the goals of network and infrastructure defense, as well as the
defense of environmental defense and supportive infrastructure [4].

Our country started relatively early in the construction of network information
security. The state has made great e�orts to support and promote the construction
of this aspect. After several years of e�orts, our country has achieved relatively good
results, and the network information security technology has been rapidly developed
and applied [5]. For example, the Regulations of the People's Republic of China on
Computer Security Protection formulated by the State Council of the People's Re-
public of China stipulates that the computer information system should carry out
security grade protection, and carry out the management through the security of
network information classi�cation standards and classi�cation management related
measures, in addition, the Ministry of Public Security in conjunction with relevant
departments should formulate the standards for the classi�cation of grades and the
measures for their administration. At the same time, the Opinions of the National
Informatization Leading Group on Strengthening Information Security Work for-
warded by the general o�ce of the Central Committee and the general o�ce of the
State Council clearly illustrates the importance of network information management,
information classi�cation and related management measures [6].

2.1. Methodology

Hierarchical protection of network information is the rational classi�cation pro-
tection and the guidance of classi�cation for the basic network information and
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important information systems related to the national economy and the people's
livelihood according to the degree of importance and actual demand. The phased
implementation and security information system can secure the normal operation of
information and improve the comprehensive ability of information security protec-
tion, so that national security can be guaranteed, social stability and sustainability
can be maintained, and the construction of information technology can be carried
out in a benign way [7]. Therefore, China has conducted a uni�ed management stan-
dard and technical standard for the hierarchical protection of network information,
and has implemented an e�ective hierarchical protection mechanism for the infor-
mation system through the organization of citizens, legal persons and institutions
[8]. According to the provisions of Guidelines for the Classi�cation of Computer In-
formation System Security Protection, the information security level can be divided
into �ve levels, that is, the �rst level is the user's independent protection level, which
is primarily the way of users to protect resources. The second level is the level of
system audit protection, that is, the security protection mechanism of this level is
to provide technical support for improving the ability of users to protect themselves,
especially in the ability to access audits [9]. The third level is the security tag protec-
tion, that is, the mandatory access control for visitors and interviewee is increased
on the basis of the second level protection capability, so as to access the permissions
set through di�erent tags. The fourth level is structural protection, which extends
the protection of the previous three levels to all visitors and interviewee, which has
a strong resistance to penetration [10]. The �fth level is access veri�cation, that is,
the arbitration of the visitor's ability to access is increased on the basis of the fourth
level of protection, which has a strong resistance to penetration. Fig. 1 shows the
computer network information level protection mechanism publicity map.

Fig. 1. Propaganda diagram of the computer network information level protection
mechanism

In the process of building the network information level protection mechanism
based on the computer security model algorithm terminal, for the terminal secu-
rity evaluation, it is necessary to classify the information security according to the
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test results in each structure, so as to realize the safe use of di�erent security level
requirements [11]. Therefore, the author chooses the support vector machine clas-
si�cation algorithm to construct the terminal security classi�cation model. The
ultimate goal is to realize the objective and accurate classi�cation of terminal se-
curity level information. According to the literature, it is known that the support
vector machine belongs to a two-class algorithm, which is obtained by super-plane
acquisition through a high-dimensional space, and the sample is divided into two
categories by the minimum error probability [12]. Support vector machine has the
characteristics of global optimization, simple structure and easy popularization in
the construction of terminal security classi�cation model, especially it has obvious
advantages in solving small samples, nonlinear recognition and high dimensional
pattern recognition [13]. The model construction of the support vector machine ar-
chitecture is carried out: �rstly, sample data set training is carried out in a space
of a given feature, that is, T = {(x1, y1) , (x2, y2) , ..., (xN , yN )}, xi ∈ χ = Rn in the
formula and yi ∈ γ = {+1,−1} , i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N . Then, the model is constructed
and the constrained optimization problem is solved, as shown in equation (1):

min
α

1
2

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 αiαjyiyj (xi × xj)−

∑N
i=1 αi,

s.t.
∑N
i=1 αiyi = 0,

αi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., N.

(1)

By combining the theorem with the optimal solution α∗ = (α1, α2, ..., αN )in
equation (1), the calculation is carried out, and the results are shown in formula (2)
and formula (3):

w∗ =

N∑
i=1

α∗
i yixi , (2)

b∗ = yi −
N∑
i=1

α∗
i yi (xi · xj) . (3)

In combination with the above results, the hyperplane needed by the model can
be obtained, as shown in equation (4):

w∗ · x+ b∗ = 0 . (4)

So, the decision function can be drawn as shown in equation (5):

f∗ (x) = sign (w∗ · x+ b∗) . (5)

According to the characteristics of the support vector machine, the author divides
the security of the network information level of the computer terminal into four
levels. So the model of this part chooses the hierarchical model to construct the
classi�cation. In the model structure, the decision function in the ith layer structure
is expressed as f (i) (x), and when f (i) (x) = 1, the y = i sample points can be
separated. When f (i) (x) = −1, it will enter the next level of the decision. Figure 2
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shows the module's hierarchical structure.

Fig. 2. Hierarchical diagram

As can be seen from the hierarchical structure diagram, in the �rst layer, the
sample is divided into 1 class, and the division of the grade 2, 3, 4 is performed, so
the new sample set is
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The following is the initial optimization problem, with the �rst layer as an ex-
ample. In the sample set of the �rst layer{

y(1) = 1, y = 1;
y(1) = −1, y ∈ {2, 3, 4} ; , i = 1, 2, ..., N.

The structural optimization problem is shown in equations (6) and (7):

min
α

1

2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

αiαjyiyj (xi • xj)−
N∑
i=1

αi , (6)

s.t.

N∑
i=1

αiyi = 0, αi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., N . (7)

And then, the optimal solution is α(1) =
(
α
(1)
1 , α

(1)
2 , ..., α

(1)
N

)T
and w(1) =∑N

i=1 α
(1)
i yixi is calculated, and the positive component of α(1) is chosen to cal-
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culate b(1) = yj −
∑N
i=1 α

(1)
i yi (xi · xj). Then, the decision function of the required

hyperplane w(1) · x+ b(1) = 0 can be obtained, as shown in equation (8)

f (1) (x) = sign
(
w(1) · x+ b(1)

)
. (8)

So, when f (1) (Mi) = 1, the network information security level is 1, when f (1) (Mi) =
−1, the network information security levels are 2, 3, 4, which then enter the next level
of the decision. After entering the second and third layers, the decision functions
are obtained by the above methods, as shown in equations (9) and (10):

f (2) (x) = sign
(
w(2) · x+ b(2)

)
, (9)

f (3) (x) = sign
(
w(3) · x+ b(3)

)
. (10)

Then, the network security level is judged and divided into the sample set.
In the aspect of the implementation of computer security model terminal network

information level protection mechanism, the author believes that the implementa-
tion of module multilevel security mechanism mainly involves the following three
aspects: the �rst is the access control decision module, which mainly marks the sub-
ject and object information and checks the information security strategy, accesses
the request information of the resource access and the related security policies ac-
cording to the subject and object, so as to provide corresponding ruling results for
access control enforcement [14]. The second is the access control execution module,
that is, according to the decision result of the upper module, it performs or rejects
the access to the subject and object. In addition, the implementation of identity
authentication module is needed. The authentication module mainly validates the
users who use the information through the trusted hardware device to obtain the
information authentication whose identity and user rights are consistent. At the
same time, during the veri�cation process, the system will perform mandatory ac-
cess control, the provider's markup, and permissions [15]. The third is the security
agent module, which mainly communicates with each other through the need of
Windows node system and the security management control center, including the
subject and object marking synchronization information, security policy download,
audit information submission and other information. Table 1 shows the function
index of Windows node subsystem.

3. Result analysis and discussion

This paper studied the implementation of the network information level protec-
tion mechanism based on the computer security model algorithm terminal. Accord-
ing to the above, the network information level security model was constructed. The
model of the network information level protection mechanism was tested. Therefore,
according to the principle of network information level protection, the model in this
test �rst controlled the user's access behavior in the network communication on the
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basis of the rule. Among them, the subject in the system was the user, the object
was the keyword. For subject of di�erent levels, there was a di�erence in the right
to use the object, so subjects with lower security levels had more restrictions on
network communications than subjects with higher security levels. Thus, subjects
with di�erent levels of security could only use objects that were consistent with
their security levels. If the subject had unauthorized use of the process of using
the network information, the system would handle violations according to relevant
regulations. The author divided the objects into �ve levels in the system, which were
open, secret, con�dential, top secret and prohibited. The security intensity of the
�ve grades was: public <secret <con�dential <top secret <prohibited. Therefore,
the security level for the main body was divided into four levels, namely, open, se-
cret, con�dential and top secret. Table 2 shows the control authority of the subject
access object.

Table 1. Function index of Windows node subsystem

Index type Index content

Mark It provides two-dimensional markings to mark the con�den-
tiality level, integrity level, and security class of the entities in
the system. The tagged objects include users in the system,
all �les and processes, ensuring that the tagged information is
accurate, complete, and consistent throughout the lifecycle.

Forced access
control

The mandatory access control mechanism implements the
same security policy as the system two-dimensional security
model, which can control all the operations of the process on
the �le. The mandatory access control mechanism should have
some �exibility to combine the application process to check
the behavior of processes that do not conform to the system's
mandatory access control policies. This ensures that those
that meet business needs without compromising system secu-
rity can be enforced; mandatory access control mechanisms
are always valid and will not be bypassed.

Identi�cation It can provide a secure identity authentication mechanism
based on trusted hardware devices to ensure that unautho-
rized users cannot access system information.

Table 2. Subject access object control authority

Subject/object Public Secret Con�dential Top secret Prohibit

Public allow prevent prevent prevent prevent

Secret allow allow prevent prevent prevent

Con�dential allow allow allow prevent prevent

Top secret allow allow allow allow prevent

In the case of the classi�cation of the sample set, the security level of the sample
set also needed to be divided according to the above-mentioned subject authority, in
which the network information of the public level could be divided when the sample
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set was divided. Therefore, this experiment mainly divided four levels of secret,
con�dential, top secret and forbidden; secret was level 1, con�dential was level 2,
top secret was level 3, forbidden was level 4. Therefore, the three threshold values
were set to the positive number, that was, η1, η2, η3 and η1 = 25, η2 = 50, η3 =
75. According to the three thresholds set, the four diversity points of the terminal
were divided, symbol y representing the level and y ∈ {1, 2, 34}, then the available
expression of y was: 

y = 1, 0 ≤ Y ≤ Y1,
y = 2, Y1 ≤ Y ≤ Y2,
y = 3, Y2 ≤ Y ≤ Y3,
y = 4, Y3 ≤ Y ≤ 100.

Here, the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the corresponding levels; the higher the
security level was, the higher the security was. In this paper, by testing N com-
puter network terminals 1 time, the resulting test results could be expressed with
M1,M2, ...,MN , and each test project was composed of various types of test items,
there were all out of 100 points; the higher the score was, the better the security was,
which could be expressed by Mi = [m1,m2, ...,mN ]

T
, 0 ≤ mi ≤ 100. At the same

time, the total score for each calculation was expressed as
−→
Y =

−−→
MT
i ·
−→
H . Therefore,

according to the above experimental process, the network information terminal of 55
known results was tested on the network information security protection mechanism.
The test results are shown in Table 3. From the data in the table, it can be seen that
the computer security model algorithm constructed in this paper can di�erentiate
the hierarchical protection of network information. The result of the di�erentiation
is consistent with the actual situation. Therefore, it can be proved that the network
information level protection mechanism based on the computer security model algo-
rithm terminal can e�ectively divide and classify network information and protect
it e�ectively.

Table 3. Test results of network information security mechanism of network information terminal

Subject/object Public Secret Con�dential Top secret Prohibit

Public 5 7 2 3 1

Secret 6 9 3 0 2

Con�dential 1 3 5 1 0

Top secret 0 1 1 3 2

As shown in Fig. 3, the statistical results of the e�ectiveness of the hierarchical
protection mechanism for 55 network information terminals were presented. It can
be seen from the �gure that the network information level protection mechanism
based on the computer security model algorithm terminal can achieve almost 100%
protection requirements, especially for information protection with high security
level. But for the information protection mechanism with slightly lower security
level, its e�ciency is weak, which needs further improvement and analysis.

In conclusion, the network information level protection mechanism based on the
computer security model algorithm terminal can e�ectively classify the computer
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Fig. 3. Statistical results of the e�ectiveness of the hierarchical protection
mechanisms for 55 network information terminals

network terminal information and protect it according to the security level of the
network information. At the same time, the protection mechanism also divides
users into di�erent grades and uses di�erent request limits for network users in
di�erent grades, so as to protect di�erent levels of network information. And the
experimental results show that the network information level protection mechanism
based on the computer security model algorithm terminal is e�ective in network
information protection. However, the protection of network information with low
security level needs to be improved.

4. Conclusion

Network information plays an important role in people's life and work, and people
depend more and more on it. At the same time, the increasing of network infor-
mation also makes its security problems increasingly prominent. How to improve
the security of network information has become the focus of the computer security
model. In this paper, through the construction of computer security model, the
network information security level division model was constructed according to the
actual situation, and the user's level and the security level of the network informa-
tion were divided. Through the computer terminal test, it can be found that the
computer security model constructed in this paper can e�ectively divide the network
information, and optimize the structure of the model to improve the e�ciency of in-
formation classi�cation. In addition, the user's level division can e�ectively protect
the network information, users of di�erent grades open corresponding network in-
formation, thus reducing the request rate of network information with high security
level, thereby improving the protection of network information. However, it can be
seen from the test results that the protection of low-security network information is
not in place, in certain probability, network information cannot be protected, which
needs further improvement.
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